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CENTRESTAGE THEATRE: STAGE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

For Hirers 
 
For Health and Safety reasons and to effectively manage risk, CTC insists that each and 
every production using the venue has a delegated Stage Manager. The Stage Manager 
needs to be over the age of 18 and approved by Theatre Management. CTC will allow a 
student or trainee under the age of 18 to fulfil the duties outlined below, as long as they are 
fully supervised by a person over the age of 18. The supervisor is required to be present in 
the building at all times with the student/trainee and must be approved by Theatre 
Management. 
 
The stage management responsibilities of every production in the Centrestage Theatre 
venue are fulfilled by a team comprised of the production Stage Manager and the 
production Technician/Operator. 
 
The Stage Manager (SM) works with, or at least crosses paths with, everyone involved in a 
production. You are “the conduit of information” between all production and management 
personnel. Although most information will be disseminated during production meetings and 
through the rehearsal process, do not hesitate to contact Theatre Management privately if 
you have a question, a problem, or information to share. 
 
Each show Director/Producer will expect different skills from a SM. Be adaptable. Never 
assume anything. Ask lots of questions. Your job will be so much easier if you know 
specifically what each Director/Producer expects. 
 

CENTRESTAGE THEATRE STAGE MANAGER’S GENERAL DUTIES 
 

1. EMERGENCIES: During performances or technical rehearsals, in the event of a 

fire, earthquake or any emergency that requires the building to be evacuated the 
Stage Manager is the delegated Backstage Fire Warden reporting to the designated 
Chief Fire Safety Officer. If the alarm is sounded the SM is responsible for ensuring 
ALL personnel backstage and onstage clear the building quickly and safely. It is 
essential that the SM has a list of all personnel working backstage and that they can 
be accounted for in the event of an evacuation. The evacuation assembly area for all 
backstage/onstage personnel is the grassed area outside the main front doors of the 
theatre , away from the building. Alternative assembly point is the rear carpark, 
away from the building. It is the SM’s duty to report to the designated Chief Fire 
Safety Officer that all backstage/onstage personnel are clear of the building and 
accounted for in the event of an evacuation. 

2. You should be the first to arrive and the last to leave the building. Unlock and lock up 
the rehearsal/warm-up areas and theatre every time you use them. You can 

delegate this job to another trustworthy person but remember – the Stage 
Manager is over-all responsible for security during show season! 
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3. The SM needs to be present at all technical rehearsals and performances held on 
stage, preferably along with at least one other member of the production team. 

4. FLYING SYSTEM: No person is permitted to operate or fly any scenery or rig lights 

in the theatre without first obtaining clearance from the CTC designated technician 
or Theatre Manger. 

5. LIGHTING SYSTEM: No person is permitted to use the CTC lighting system without 

first obtaining clearance from the CTC designated technician or Theatre Manager. 

6. SOUND SYSTEM: No person is permitted to use the theatre sound system without 

first obtaining clearance from the CTC designated technician or Theatre Manager. 
7. The Stage Management Team is responsible for keeping the stage floor clean during 

production and Tech weeks. In general, while the set is being installed, you may have 
to sweep or vacuum the stage and wings etc before and after rehearsals. This is 
essential to ensure the health and safety of all personnel working in the venue. 
During any technical rehearsals and performances, it is your responsibility to sweep, 
and perhaps mop, the stage before every rehearsal and performance. 

8. Once the set is installed and the stage is “show ready”, walk the cast through it, IN 
FULL LIGHT, and show them in detail how things work. Each performer should 
familiarize themselves with entrances, furniture placement and all set elements 
before beginning to work on the set. 

9. Locate and place glow tape backstage and onstage where it may be needed to 
ensure performers’ safety, such as stairs and levels where performers may walk 
during blackout or dark scenes. Make sure you use the BLUE LIGHTS during 
performances (and rehearsals) so performers and crew get used to working under 
reduced light conditions. 

10. Locate the emergency medical kit (SM desk) and make sure it is fully stocked, also 
make sure you have the key to dressing room first aid cabinet and this is unlocked 
during all performances and rehearsals. Please see Theatre Manager for key, SM 
desk kit, or if cabinets need restocking. You should know what to do if an emergency 
arises during a rehearsal or performance and who to call. Safety first. You are 
responsible to assist the cast and crew in providing a safe and healthy work 
environment. 

11. Read and sign the CTC Health and Safety Manual and ensure that safely policies are 
adhered to by all cast and crew and that appropriate induction has taken place with 
cast and crew into CTC Evacuation Procedures. 

12. Make sure you, and all backstage crew, wear black clothing for all performances, 
including shoes and socks. 

13. You should insist on respect from performers and any backstage personnel as the 
Stage Manager. This is not to say you should be dictatorial, but problems should be 
addressed promptly and efficiently. Always try to find the solution first, and then 
seek the advice of the Production Manager/Director or Theatre Manager. 

14. Prior to each rehearsal and performance, you are responsible for overseeing and 
assisting with any pre-set situation, technical checks, cleaning and safety – checking 
the performance and backstage areas. Your physical environment will be changing 
regularly, especially while scenery, lights, sound etc are being installed. You are 
responsible for providing a safe environment, ensuring clean, clear and unobstructed 
walkways and adequate visibility. 

15. TV monitors. There is a TV monitor in the dressing room and one in the foyer. 
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16. FIRE CHECK. Before each performance (and technical rehearsal where 
full cast are in attendance) carry out the fire check as instructed by the 
CTC designated technician or Theatre Manager. Fill in and sign the fire 
check form PROVIDED BY THEATRE MANAGEMENT, This must be 
completed before the house can open to admit the audience.  

17. There is NO SMOKING allowed in the theatre at any time – directors and theatre 
staff included. This is now Policy for public buildings in NZ. You are responsible to 
enforce this rule. 

18. You cannot start the show until the Front of House or Box Officer Manager gives 
you clearance to do so. However, you may need to give the sound and lighting 
operators a “go” prior to the house opening to start the pre-show music and cue the 
pre-show lighting state. 

19. Give all calls as appropriate and required to the cast, crew and FOH/Box Office Staff 
up until the opening of the performance. Then again through any intermission. 

20. OPENING THE HOUSE –Understand the sequence of events and the required 
communication with the Front of House/Box Office Manager and Ushers. You must 
inform FOH when the house can be opened for patrons by making sure all of the pre-
show checks are completed on time. This includes a dark check (aisle lights and 
emergency working lights), lighting/dimmer check, sound check, communications 
(comms) check, stage check, and frequently updating all personnel of your status. 

21. Know the procedures concerning seating of latecomers and emergency stopping of a 
performance (see CTC Evacuation Plan). It is general policy to hold the curtain no 
longer than 5 minutes for the audience. The Stage Manager and FOH/Box Office 
Manager need to establish a firm policy in this regard and decide at what point the 
show must begin if it’s going to begin late. The seating of any latecomers is at the 
discretion of the show Director/Producer. Well in advance of the first performance, 
check with the director on his/her policy for the seating of latecomers. Some 
directors may not want latecomers seated until intermission, while others have no 
preference. Make sure the FOH Manger is aware of the Director’s wishes in this 
regard. 

22. POST-SHOW obligations – After each performance, you are responsible for making 
sure that the scenery is shifted, if necessary, that props are struck and properly and 
safely stored. Also, that all fly lines, borders, legs etc are returned to the original 
theatre postions. Finally, if any changes or repairs are necessary to set, props, 
costumes or technical elements, it is your responsibility to inform the relevant 
personnel. 

23. LOCK UP. Establish with the FOH/Box Office Manager who is responsible for the 
lockup. As the last one to leave follow the full lockup procedure as provided by CTC 
Theatre Manager, SET THE ALARM. 

24. Don’t hesitate to ask questions. Everyone is depending on you to know what is going 
on, and if you encounter a situation where you are unsure about who has to do what 
and when, the only way to know is to ask. 
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GENERAL NOTES: 
 

1. Everyone needs to be able to trust and respect you, as you need to trust and 
respect them. The performers need to have a secure and safe framework in 
which to work. Understanding and accepting their need for consistency should 
motivate you to make sure that certain things are where the performer expects 
them to be 

2. If there are any variations, however small, the performer(s) involved need to 
know BEFORE it becomes an issue, particularly from a Health and Safety 
perspective, so that s/he has time to prepare. 

3. Everyone needs structure. Set a clear routine and follow it consistently. Any rules 
need to be established by the Director and SM from the very beginning. Clarify 
any rules that are set, such as: 

When you call “beginners”, what does this mean? What kind of 
response do you expect? Some SM’s like to have the cast and crew 
reply to calls, such as: “15 minutes to curtain” REPLY: “Thank you 15”. 
If the cast/crew are unable to hear or deliver responses given their 
location in the building, delegate a crew member to give time 
warnings in person. 

4. Be clear about call times for rehearsals and performances. If the call time 6.00pm 
are they expected to walk in the door at 6.00pm, or be there early and ready to 
start work at 6.00pm (which means they have to arrive a few minutes earlier).  
On arrival performers must sign in with the SM that they are in the building – this 
is essential for Health and Safety management. SM must provide and keep copy 
of sign in sheet for all performances. 

5. Try to solve problems before they become problematic. If you have a chronically 
late performer or crew member, politely and privately ask him/her to be more 
prompt. Ask him/her to show respect for the rest of the company and the project 
at hand by being on time. It is not your responsibility however, to handle 
discipline problems. If someone repeatedly breaks the rules, including those 
around Health and Safety, let the Director or Production Manager/Producer 
know. Be courteous and civil at all times. Do not, under any circumstances, 
publicly humiliate people, yell, or be rude in any way. 

6. You must set the example. Always arrive before the performers. This means at 
least 15mins before technical rehearsal (when all cast are present) or 
performance call times in order to get things in order and have sign in sheet 
ready. 

7. Lastly, ENJOY!  

 
 

Signed: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Dated:______________________________________ 


